We consider CP violating asymmetries that are induced by particle-antiparticle mixing in inclusive channels of neutral B meson decay. Not only are the branching ratios sizable, at the 1% to 50% level, but some of those asymmetries are expected to be large because of substantial CKM phases. The inclusive sum partially dilutes the asymmetries, but the dilution factor is calculable, assuming local quark-hadron duality, and CKM parameters can be reliably extracted. We discuss in detail the determination of sin 2α from charmless final states in decays of B d mesons and survey the asymmetries for other inclusive final states. While probably not yet sensitive to standard model predictions, meaningful CP violation studies can be conducted with existing data samples of inclusive neutral B decays.
Introduction
Studying CP asymmetries in B decays promises to reveal crucial information about quark mixing and the nature of CP violation. A rich phenomenology is expected and has been widely discussed in the literature. With the exception of a few 'gold-plated' modes, it is not yet clear which observables will eventually turn out to be the optimal measures of quark mixing parameters. For this reason, and in order to overconstrain the unitarity triangle, it is important to consider different options.
In this letter we propose a class of CP violating asymmetries that occur in partially inclusive neutral B meson decays, that is, in final states specified by their flavor content. Inclusive asymmetries have been investigated earlier, for charged B decays [1] which require a strong interaction phase difference, or for the dilepton asymmetry in semileptonic decays of neutral B mesons [2] . Except for a few scattered studies [3, 4, 5] , mixing-induced asymmetries in inclusive nonleptonic neutral B decays have not been analyzed so far, probably because they were thought to be very difficult to measure. In this note we wish to make the point that some inclusive asymmetries are complementary to those in exclusive B decays, and sometimes even theoretically advantageous. The relevant inclusive branching ratios range between 1% to 50% of all neutral B decays. They are orders of magnitude larger than their exclusive counterparts. Thus their experimental feasibility should not be discarded but seriously studied.
Exclusive modes to measure CKM angles are usually favored because of their unique experimental signatures. Theoretically, however, hadronic uncertainties are difficult to quantify, so that clean extractions of CKM angles often imply reliance on flavor symmetries and the ability to measure several modes simultaneously. An example of this type is the determination of sin 2α from B d → π + π − decays [6] . On the other hand, excellent vertex technology, p/K/π separation, a reliable heavy flavor decay model and hermiticity of the detector with regard to charged tracks from b-decay distinguishes among the various underlying quark transitions and different b-hadron species, respectively. Such distinctions will enable us to observe the CP asymmetries in inclusive data samples. Constructing the required detectors should be possible as indicated by currently operating or planned devices. The potential rewards are highly promising. Not only would experiments be able to probe inclusive CP asymmetries that are expected to be sizable, but new determinations of |V ub /V cb | may also become feasible. Furthermore, one would be able to flavor-tag almost all b-hadrons [7] , which is so crucial for mixing-induced CP violation studies.
As for the inclusive asymmetries, in contrast to those in exclusive decays, many hadronic uncertainties cancel in the sum over all final states of a particular flavor content. This cancellation relies on local parton-hadron duality. The quality of this assumption, as well as the numerical values of remaining hadronic parameters like decay constants, will be tightly constrained by other measurements, so that the accuracy of the theoretical prediction for inclusive CP asymmetries can be cross-checked.
After deriving basic formulae for asymmetries in Sect. 2, we discuss in detail, in Sect. 3, the determination of sin 2α from the inclusive final state uudd (to be precise, no charmed particles and net strangeness zero) and compare it with its exclusive analogue B d → π + π − . Other inclusive final states can be treated analogously and we summarize the corresponding results in Sect. 4. Sect. 5 concludes and presents an outlook.
Inclusive CP asymmetries
The weak interactions mix neutral B mesons with their antiparticles. The time dependence of a state B(t) (B(t)) that began as a flavor eigenstate B (B) at t = 0, can be written as
Here
where M 12 (Γ 12 ) is the off-diagonal element in the mass (decay width) matrix of the B − B system (|B = |1 , |B = |2 ). ∆M = M H − M L , ∆Γ = Γ H − Γ L are the differences in mass and decay rate between the mass eigenstates B H,L = pB ± qB. Note that the sign convention for ∆Γ is opposite to [8] . We use the CP phase conventions CP |B = −|B and 
Γt sinh ∆Γt 4 cos ∆Mt 2 + i cosh ∆Γt 4 sin ∆Mt 2 .
with M (Γ) the average mass (decay rate) of B H and B L . Given the final state f , the asymmetry
measures CP violation. The time-integrated asymmetry will be denoted by A. Usually f represents an exclusive CP eigenstate as in the familiar cases of
In the following we let f be an inclusive final state, for example all final states with no charm particles and no net strangeness in the decay of
. Further examples will be described in Sect. 4. The expressions for the time-dependent decay rates are 
The parameter |q/p| 2 = 1 − a + O(a 2 ) can be obtained from the dilepton asymmetry (or, more generally, from the asymmetry of tagged neutral B mesons decaying to wrong flavor-specific modes due to B 0 − B 0 mixing). Theory predicts a to be < 10 −2 [< 10
In the remainder of this section we restrict ourselves to self-conjugate final states common to both B and B, f = f in (6) . The quantity
parametrizes direct CP violation and should agree with the corresponding inclusive asymmetry in charged B decays up to corrections of O(1/m 3 b ). Using (7), (8) the time-dependent asymmetry (6) is then given by
Re ξ − Re ξ ,
which is valid to first order in a and neglecting terms of O(a · r) and O(a (Imξ) 2 ). The time-integrated asymmetry reads 
where x = ∆M/Γ and y = ∆Γ/Γ. Neglecting y in the previous two equations is an excellent approximation for B d mesons where |y| ∼ < 0.01. Even for B s mesons, where |y| ∼ 0.15 is predicted, |y Reξ|/2 < 0.04. Neglecting y in both cases leads to
where (13) does not apply to t ∼ > 1/∆Γ, which can be relevant for B s mesons. The second and third terms in square brackets could be measured separately, from the dilepton asymmetry and direct CP violation in charged B decays, respectively. The first term is specific to the partially inclusive final state for neutral B mesons and it is the one of interest here. For the charmless final state, it is much larger than the other two, as will be seen below. Let us also mention that for an exclusive decay ξ = (M * 12 f |B )/(|M 12 | f |B ) and 1 + r = |ξ| 2 , and the well-known expressions for asymmetries in exclusive decays are recovered from (13), (14) .
Finally we note that due to B − B mixing a time dependent CP asymmetry persists, even when all final states are summed over. This asymmetry allows a direct determination of a since in that case r = 0, Imξ = xa/2 and Reξ = y/2 in (11), (13).
sin 2α from charmless inclusive B d decay
In this section we compute Im ξ that enters the asymmetries (13), (14) for the inclusive final state f with no charmed particles and net strangeness zero (C = S = 0 with the additional constraint of no cc pairs). We then discuss the determination of sin 2α from this channel. The quantity Γ f,12 is given by
To lowest order in the strong interaction, the above final state is uniquely associated with the b → uud transition (and its hermitian conjugate) in the weak effective Hamiltonian H ef f , up to penguin-penguin interference contributions, which do not contribute to Im ξ, see below. Thus, f is mainly uudd (plus light quark pairs). We may use completeness of the intermediate states to write (the approximate relation will be explained shortly)
The optical theorem further implies
where the relevant effective hamiltonian reads
denote 'current-current' operators with flavor content (db)(uu) and Q i , i = 3, .., 6, denote 'penguin' operators of the same flavor content. The detailed expressions as well as the Wilson coefficient functions can be found in [9] .
The right hand side of (17) is related to the forward scattering amplitude which can be expanded in the heavy quark mass, following the methods reviewed in [10] . Assuming only local duality, this procedure allows us to go beyond the purely partonic prediction, which is recovered as the leading term in the expansion. On the other hand, the identification of Γ f,12 with the r.h.s. of (17) is only approximate for the final state with no charmed particles and therefore, strictly speaking, there is no heavy quark expansion for the asymmetry. The identification would be exact, if the final state were C = S = 0, including cc pairs. Higher order QCD effects mix the C = S = 0 final states without and with charmed particles (which, in our definition, include charmonia). First, a gluon can be radiated in a b → uud transition and split into a cc. This is a very small correction, because it requires a highly virtual gluon. Second, the cc pair, created in the b → ccd transition, can recombine and turn into a uu. While the leading logarithmic contribution from this process is included in the b → duu penguin operators above, the constant terms are not. Since we only work to leading logarithmic accuracy, it is consistent to neglect this mixing. In the following we shall assume that both effects are indeed small and treat (17) as an equality.
Note that the problem just discussed does not exist for C = ±1 final states reached through the b → c or b → c (plus light quarks and perhaps a cc pair) transition, in which case a heavy quark expansion is literally possible. We discuss this case in Sect. 4.
After these general remarks, let us return to the calculation of Im ξ. Combining (17) and (18), we obtain contributions from Q 1,2 interfering with themselves and from penguin operators interfering with Q 1,2 . The penguin-penguin interference has CKM phase λ 2 t /|λ t | 2 = exp(2iβ), which is cancelled by the mixing phase M * 12 /|M 12 | = exp(−2iβ). Therefore it does not contribute to Im ξ. It is now straightforward to deduce Γ f,12 from the results of [8] , where Γ 12 in the B s − B s system has been computed † . The total inclusive decay rate of a B d meson into the uudd final state, Γ f,11 is given by
where
Here we have neglected the small penguin contributions. We also omitted the known next-toleading order radiative corrections since these are not available for Γ f,12 . For further use, we also define the combinations sin 2α 1 + 4 3
Here f B is the B d meson decay constant in the normalization in which f π = 131 MeV and M B = 5.28 GeV is the B d meson mass. The bag factors are defined in terms of hadronic matrix elements as
B = B S = 1 corresponds to factorization (at the scale m b ). Notice that in (22), the scaledependent coefficients K 1,2 enter only in the terms that deviate from the factorization limit. † Eq. (14) and Appendix A of [8] . 
where we set B = B S = 1 in the penguin contribution. With x d = 0.73, we see from (14) that the time-integrated asymmetry is of order 5% times sin 2α. When the charm and up quarks are degenerate in mass, all CP asymmetries must vanish in the CKM model, while A in (14) does not for the charmless final state considered. There is no contradiction, because if m c = m u , the asymmetry is no longer an observable, since the charmless final state can not be experimentally distinguished from a charmed final state. Summing also over final states with charm, the asymmetry vanishes. Note that for charged B decays, even when m c = m u , the asymmetry for the inclusive C = 0 final state (and for the C = ±1 final states, see Sect. 4) must vanish by CPT conservation. No such constraint exists for neutral B decays due to B − B mixing.
Returning to (14) , we note that the terms involving the direct CP asymmetry r and the dilepton asymmetry a do not exceed several permille, as follows from the estimates of r for the uudd, dddd, ssdd final states in [1] and a in [2] . Thus, unless sin 2α is small, we may approximate
The penguin contribution to Im ξ enters (22), (25) with small coefficient, but becomes enhanced if β is close to its current lower limit, β ≈ 0.18. If in addition α ≈ π/2, the penguin contribution can be sizable and dominate the asymmetry. However, since the penguin term is calculable in the inclusive approach, it can be corrected for. Note that the value of β that is needed for this purpose is related to the CP asymmetry in the clean process B d (B d ) → J/ψK S and will be available when the inclusive asymmetry is measured.
The conventional method for the determination of sin 2α makes use of the CP asymmetry in the exclusive decay
However, the asymmetry coefficient (the factor multiplying the oscillation term sin ∆Mt) is not just sin 2α but [11] sin 2α − 2
where A i , δ i and φ i are the amplitude, the strong phase and the weak phase, respectively, of the tree (i = 1) and the penguin contribution (i = 2) for |A 2 /A 1 | are unknown and cos(δ 1 − δ 2 ) could be one, in which case the penguin contribution remains invisible in the time dependence. In [12] it is argued that due to the penguin effects in B d → π + π − the asymmetry, which is supposed to measure sin 2α, could be 0.4 even if sin 2α ≈ 0. The situation is less problematic for larger values of sin 2α. It is possible to eliminate the penguin contribution by an isospin analysis [6] , which requires the rates of B + → π + π 0 and B d → π 0 π 0 and their CP conjugates as additional input. The measurement of B d → π 0 π 0 is experimentally extremely challenging, in particular in view of the very small branching fraction, which has been estimated to be below 10 −6 [13] . In contrast, the B d branching ratio governed by the inclusive b → uud transitions is at the 1% level, orders of magnitude larger than the exclusive case. The inclusive CP asymmetry we are proposing thus offers an alternative route towards measuring sin 2α. Unlike the exclusive case it is not contaminated by the presence of unknown strong interaction phases and the penguin contribution can be quantified. In addition, it has the potential of becoming an accurately known quantity as the knowledge of f B , B and B S improves, either through improvements in lattice gauge theory, or additional measurements of mixing parameters. We also emphasize that the assumption of local duality that underlies the theoretical prediction can be checked by measuring the lifetime difference of the B s mass eigenstates. If local duality works for Γ 12 generated by the b → ccs transition, it will work only better for b → uud. These advantages are somewhat compensated by the dilution of the asymmetry incurred by summing over many final states as well as the experimental challenge of performing an inclusive measurement. But even if the situation turns out to be more favorable for B → ππ, the inclusive measurement would provide a useful independent cross-check.
Inclusive CP asymmetries driven by other quark transitions
In this section we discuss the inclusive final states specified by S = 0 and (a) C = 0 with charmed particles (as opposed to Sect. We write
and list both factors in Tab. 1 for B d and Tab. 2 for B s . The asymmetry is then obtained from (11) - (14) (in the case of CP self-conjugate final states, for the general case see below). In order to obtain the 'dilution factor' d for other values of the bag factors B and B S than those used in the tables, the given values can be multiplied by B S for a rough estimate. For a different choice of decay constant f B , we recall that d depends quadratically on f B . The definition of the Wolfenstein parameters λ, ρ, η can be found, e.g., in [9] . Let us turn to case (a). For B d decay, the asymmetry measures sin 2β. The dilution factor is larger than for the charmless final state, mainly because the total width Γ f,11 is phase space suppressed for the b → ccd transition. We find a sizable Im ξ ≈ 0.41 sin 2β, and with (14) a significant asymmetry A ≈ 0.20 sin 2β. The penguin contribution is below 5% and has been neglected. The quantity r is expected to be numerically small [1] and vanishes identically in leading log approximation. The same final state for B s decays normally involves an ss pair and leads to a Cabibbo-suppressed interference term Im ξ ≈ −λ 2 η. Cases (b) and (c) require some generalization of Sect. 2, because the final state is not self-conjugate, f = f in (6). To be definite consider case (b). The decay B d (t) → f is related to the b → cud and b → ucd transitions in the weak effective hamiltonian, not including the hermitian conjugates. We call this piece H f ef f . The 2 × 2 mixing matrix that corresponds to this decay is denoted by Γ f,ij and determined by the matrix elements of H The final states with |C| = 1, S = 0 are governed by single CKM combinations. Consequently Γ f,11 = Γ f ,22 , Γ f,22 = Γ f ,11 . Furthermore, the off-diagonal elements of Γ f and Γ f coincide within the leading logarithmic approximation. Using these relations, we derive the asymmetries
When one sums over cases (b) and (c), the final state C = ±1 is self-conjugate and (13), (14) apply. Although no new information is obtained from this final state, it has the experimental advantage that the charge of the single charm quark need not be determined. Establishing that one, and only one, charmed hadron exists in the final state is sufficient. Now for the final state with C = −1, Γ f,11 ≫ Γ f,22 , because B d decays through b → cud, while B d decays through the CKM suppressed channel b → ucd. For the final state with C = 1, the situation is just opposite. Thus, we get
Here Im ξ is defined as Im ξ = Im(M * 12 Γ f,12 /(|M 12 |Γ f,11 )) where f = ucdd. It is identical for all cases and can be read off from Tab. 1. Note that since here the CP conjugate of f is not yet included in the definition of the final state, an explicit factor of 2 appears in front of Im ξ in (32) which is absent in (14) . With |V ub /V cb | = 0.08, λ = 0.22, we estimate Im ξ ≈ 0.004 sin(β − α). Assuming that the term involving a can still be neglected, we see that for x = x d = 0.73 the asymmetry is about five times larger for the final state with C = 1 compared to C = −1, but still smaller than about 1%. Since β will be known from B d → J/ψK, the angle α or, equivalently γ can be extracted.
We remark that the ratio |V ub /V cb | that enters this asymmetry can in principle be obtained from the same measurement of the inclusive b → cūq and b → ucq (q=d, s) transitions, because
While with neutral B mesons the CKM extraction requires time-dependent studies, it can also be performed using a ratio of inclusive time-integrated rates of B ± decays. Since in leading order the phase space functions coincide for the b → cūq and b → ucq transitions, the calculable corrections to the above ratio arise only at order α s and 1/m Turning to B s mesons, we wish to consider several scenarios, because the B s − B s mixing parameter x s is very large: (1) The (∆m) Bs t -oscillations can be resolved; (2) Although the (∆m) Bs t -oscillations cannot be resolved, the two exponentials exp(−Γ H t) and exp(−Γ L t) can be distinguished; (3) Only time-integrated measurements (with or without a cutoff) can be performed. Scenario (1) would be ideal, and would allow us to determine the relevant CKM parameters (phases and ratio of magnitudes) from flavor-tagged time-dependent studies. The CKM model predicts those time-dependent CP asymmetries to be of O(10%) for inclusive transitions governed by b → cus/ucs (Tab. 2). For B s , Γ f,22 is not CKM suppressed compared to Γ f,11 and should therefore not be neglected. The quantity Im ξ shown in Tab. 2 is defined by Im ξ = Im(M * 12 Γ f,12 /(|M 12 |Γ f,11 )) with f = ucss. Detailed expressions for the asymmetries can be derived from (7), (8) . If (∆m) Bs t -oscillations cannot be resolved, one could still extract CKM information from time-dependences of untagged data samples [scenario (2) ] [14] . If only time-integrated measurements can be performed the asymmetries become very small, inversely proportional to x s . In this case, the asymmetries could still provide constraints on either x s or CKM parameters.
Conclusion and Outlook
One cannot overemphasize the importance of experimentally distinguishing among the various inclusive b-quark transitions. Once shown to be experimentally feasible, then (a) almost all b-hadrons could be flavor-tagged; (b) inclusive direct CP violating effects in charged B mesons and/or b-baryons could be probed; (c) new determinations of |V ub /V cb | may become possible; (d) mixing-induced inclusive CP asymmetries, predicted to be sizable, could be searched for.
Both time-dependent and time-integrated studies can discover inclusive, mixing-induced CP violation. Whenever possible, time-dependent measurements should be pursued. While the experimental hurdles can be daunting, the advantages are obvious. Compared to exclusive transitions, inclusive modes have huge branching fractions, ranging between 1% to 50%, with optimal asymmetries between O(1%) and O(20%). The sum of modes governed by a b-quark transition dilutes the CP violating effects. However, this dilution factor is calculable, up to B meson matrix elements of local operators. These remaining hadronic parameters are already being calculated on the lattice and will be available more accurately in the future, either from improved lattice determinations or from other measurements of quark mixing parameters.
In particular, the asymmetry in B d meson decay into charmless final states with no net strangeness provides a determination of sin 2α, that, compared to the determination from exclusive modes, does not suffer from uncontrolled penguin contributions, or the requirement to measure modes with tiny branching fractions. The inclusive asymmetry in B d decays driven by b → ccd is large and leads to an independent constraint on sin 2β. The total inclusive timedependent asymmetry, using all neutral B decays, is non-zero in general and measures a.
Single charmed final states, into which essentially half of all B d mesons decay, are predicted to show CP asymmetries of up to 1%. CP violating effects of O(1%) and O(10%) are predicted for B s decays governed by b → ccs and b → ucs/cus, respectively, where both channels are a measure of η.
Meaningful results could already be obtained from existing data samples collected at LEP, SLC and Fermilab. CP violation is demonstrated if the number of flavor-tagged events differs from its CP-conjugated counterpart. (Here events denote specific neutral B decay topologies optimally weighted by additional information.) While flavor-tagging is automatically accomplished at polarized Z factories [15] , it causes some statistical loss at unpolarized Z or Υ(4S) factories and at hadron accelerators. We are eager to learn about the CP information already contained within existing data. In the future, improved technology and dedicated experi-ments should then allow to probe in detail interesting aspects of flavor physics with inclusive B decays.
